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Stylized facts of real decision making:
● Many paradoxes of classical probability theory
● Decision-making problems are composite, consisting of several parts 
interconnected with each other and interfering
● Subjectivity, emotions, personality traits, biases, beliefs, framing, etc. can be seen 
as hidden variables
●Strong variability => need for probabilistic description of decision making 

Ideas of QDT:
● based on quantum theory of measurement
● leads to non-additive probabilities, which contain interference terms
● Interference terms integrate hidden variables (variables we cannot access)

Classical paradoxes do not exist in QDT: 
Compatibility violation (Allais); Independence violation; Ellberg paradox; Inversion 
paradox under uncertainty; Invariance violation; Certainty effects; Disjunction 
effect; Conjunction fallacy; Isolation effect; Combined paradoxes 
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Disjunction effect

?



Disjunction effect: QDT formulation (I)

Prospect probability



Disjunction effect: QDT formulation (II)



Disjunction effect: QDT predictions (III)



Choice of prospect with the largest probability



Disjunction effect: comparison of QDT predictions 
with experiments (IV)



Disjunction effect (violation of sure-thing principle): 
`To buy or not to buy'



Disjunction effect (violation of sure-thing principle): 
`Prisonerʼs dilemma'

quantifies “strong cooperation” 
propensity of human beings



Disjunction effect and planning paradox



Conjunction fallacy



The average 
interference term 
is in good 
agreement with 
the interference-
quarter law. 

The empirical data
are taken from 
Shafir et al. (1990)

Conflicting 
traits



Randomized Lottery task
Collaboration with A. Wittwer and H.R. Heinimann, Collegium Helveticum, ETH Zurich



Data on 14 men, 13
women, 200
decisions per
participant

Women have a
smaller attraction
factor towards the
risky prospect than
men, i.e. women are
more risk averse
than men



Influence of information
(learning by news or social interactions)

Agents A and B who interact (can be one agent + rest of the world) 

Prospect probability:

prospect operator

evolution operator

Normalization condition

evolution generator



Influence of information
(learning by news or social interactions)

evolution generator:

Charness, G., Karni, E., Levin, D. (2010). On the conjunction fallacy in probability judgement: new experimental 
evidence regarding Linda. Games and Economic Behavior, 68, 551–556.



Decision making = self-organization



William Paley

. . . when we come to inspect the watch, we perceive. . . that 
its several parts are framed and put together for a purpose, 
e.g. that they are so formed and adjusted as to produce 
motion, and that motion so regulated as to point out the hour 
of the day; . . . The inference we think is inevitable, that the 
watch must have had a maker.

The watchmaker argument of Intelligent design

claim of ID: “what we observe and do must come from the 
will and decision making of a “super” watchmaker”



Self-organization



Decision making = self-organization

Self-organization is the process of 
evaluating the probabilities of 
system states in the search for the 
most stable state.

Decision making is the process of 
evaluating the probabilities of 
decision prospects in the search 
for the most preferable prospect.

V.I. Yukalov and D. Sornette, Proc. Roy. Soc. A.  (submitted 26 June 2012), Self-organization in nature and society as decision making.

Endogeneous decision making in self-organization and vice-versa



QDT:
● probabilistic formulation of decision making
● based on quantum theory of measurement
● leads to non-additive probabilities, which contain interference terms
● Interference terms integrate hidden variables (variables we cannot access)

Classical paradoxes do not exist in QDT: 
Compatibility violation (Allais); Independence violation; Ellberg paradox; 
Inversion paradox under uncertainty; Invariance violation; Certainty effects; 
Disjunction effect; Conjunction fallacy; Isolation effect; Combined paradoxes  

+ prediction that conjunction fallacy => disjunction effect
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